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Wednesday, April 8th, 2015 

 

Dear City Council and staff, 

  

Since entering the business in 1977, I currently operate four downtown restaurants that 

bracket Victoria Park in London.   From my vantage point, I have witnessed Jones 

Entertainment strategically produce and evolve Rock the Park - over more than a decade 

-  into a top attraction on London’s summer calendar.   Last summer in particular, the 

addition of Country music brought increased appeal and attracted music fans from a 

wide demographic. 

  

The success of Rock the Park has had an outstanding impact for the local retail and 

hospitality industry, filling a void when Downtown London is generally less busy.   Our 

business and many others have been fortunate enough to serve thousands of people 

that attend the festival, many from out of town or province that stay in local hotels.   

  

The Rock the Park Music festival has also managed to bring incredible awareness and  

financial resources to the Bethany’s Hope Foundation, a cause that is very important to 

our restaurant group and to the medical research it supports. 

  

Recently we became aware that an existing bylaw is prohibiting Rock the Park from 

producing a concert on Friday, July 17
th
, 2015.    This would remove an estimated 8000 

potential concert goers from restaurants, retail stores and hotels in the downtown core, 

causing a significant negative impact on London’s tourism. 

  

We strongly urge our leaders to remedy this situation and allow for economic growth, 

  

Sincerely,  

  

  

Michael C. Smith 
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267 Dundas Street,
Suite 201,
London, Ontario, N6A 1H2
(519) 661-5000

Jones Entertainment Group
550 Wellington Street
London, ON N6A3P9

Dear Mr. Jones:

We have been advised that current special event regulations have become a barrier to Rock the
Park operating more than four nights in a row. Subsequently, your organization is unable to
provide programming on Friday July 17, 2015. Specifically, London’s Special Events Policies
and Procedures (Section 10.3) prohibits Rock the Park from producing a concert on Friday July
;jth as it contravenes a policy that Harris Park is limited to 5 significant events, (no more than 4
consecutive days in length) totaling no more than 12 days combined of amplified concerts per
year.

Because of the obvious significant economic and entertainment benefits, Tourism London
supports your request to extend the days of activity to include Friday, July ;7th

Tourism London strongly supports a request by Jones Entertainment Group’s 2015 production
of Rock the Park to be exempted from Special Event Policy 10.3 and further would recommend
a comprehensive review of the Special Events Policies and Procedures in consultation with all
stakeholders and city staff.

We will work with you and assist you in any way we can in this process.

Thank you for your attention and support in this matter.

Best regards,

J n inston
General Manager
Tourism London

Fax (519) 661-6160 Toll Free 1-800-265-2602 E-Mail tourism@londontourism.ca Internet www.Iondontoutism.ca
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